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many thanks for all the help. i couldn't find a service manual for my
motherboard but i found a components list i'm now trying to follow the

procedure. i'm in the first step of the procedure now (for my motherboard). hi
i also have this acer predator helios 300 (ph315-52) and i downloaded the

services guide above could you please tell me how to check my motherboard
and what to look first exactly i'm a bit lost when i look at all the measuring

points and schematics in the manual. cheers for now i have a amd a10-6800k,
radeon r9 370 2gb, lenovo thinkpad t520 and i need an amd ryzen

motherboard, i have the best motherboard with 4 thermal sensors, realtek
rtl8111e, usb 3.0, usb 2.0, thunderbolt, gigabit lan, pci, 4 sata iii ports. i need
help in choosing a motherboard with the features i want, some of my options

are: after digging through the motherboard schematics and reading the
service guide from epsilon, it appears that the only difference in your

motherboard is the power supply on the left. it looks like you can remove the
cover and replace it with the same one. they use the same mainboard and

the service guide says the same thing. you might also be able to remove the
cover if you take it off carefully. edit : i had to complete a quick survey to get
the guide then the pdf appeared + the fz files (boardview files listing all the
components on the motherboard's pcb), all the others sources i found online
were asking for $$, just download the guide right after the survey and you're
good to go. this will be my first video on the new channel! i am also having a
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hard time figuring out the service manual that i got for my hp g6-2xxx. there
are so many different schematics, i'm not sure where to start! any tips on

what schematics i should start with, and why? thanks!
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doing a bit of research to find a replacement motherboard for my broken
razor motherboard. so far so good with finding a decent price on a

replacement motherboard, but there are a few things that i am wondering
about. here are some of the questions i have for razor: is anyone else having
problems with the razor's case not cooling properly? is anyone else having a
problem with the razor's front panel simply going white or perhaps even not
working? why was the empty case shipped with razor? is it possible to get a
replacement set of blades and replace the empty one? is it possible to use a
controller instead of a keyboard on the razor? i have an arduino and would
like to have a look at controlling my razor 3d printer from an arduino. what
i'm looking for: a replacement mother board with an lcd controller for open
build service i don't want a sata connector on the motherboard i'd like to be
able to build the motherboard out of metal so that it is less likely that the

case will touch the motherboard when i'm assembling things i'd like to keep
the case as minimal as possible. the more modular, the better. the days of

indecipherable schematics are over. utilizing features in altium designer, it is
now possible to create simplified schematics that contain a wealth of

information. modern schematics serve as the single source of truth for an
electrical design. learn to utilize these tools coupled with best practices to

create robust pcb layouts. 5ec8ef588b
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